he was looking at a group of
hippos, watching how the birds
picked the flies from out of
the hippos ears...

.

. . h a day at the zoo!
sa

it was
w
the summer holidays and bbw was visiting
the zoo. he loved to see all the animals.
hello, i’m bbw, why
aren’t you with all
your friends?

...when he noticed a hippo
standing away from the group
looking very sad.

why not?

i don’t have
any friends

they won’t let
me be part of
their group
that’s not a very
nice thing to say!

the hippo looked at bbw with
big tears in her eyes

because they said
my breath smells
what’s your name?
harriet

i feel so lonely.
no-one wants to
be my friend!

well harriet, i’ll
be your friend and
we’ll soon sort
out your problem!

harriet smiled at bbw to reveal enormous dirty teeth!
the smell coming from her mouth was overpowering!

that won’t
clean your
teeth!

oh i don’t
brush them

when did you last
brush your teeth!?

i just fill my
mouth with water
from the pond and
swish it round!
i don’t have a
toothbrush or any
toothpaste

don’t worry,
i have just the
thing. wait there
i won’t be long!

you need to use
a toothbrush and
some fluoride
toothpaste
a few minutes later he returned carrying the most
enormous blue toothbrush you have ever seen!
here you go, we
can use this!

where did you
get that from?
i use it when i go out
and about talking to
people about looking
after their teeth
that’s my job!

he squeezed some toothpaste on to the
toothbrush and started to brush harriet’s
teeth using small circular movements...

after a few minutes her teeth
were shining so brightly you
almost needed to
wear sunglasses to
look at them, they
were dazzling!

harriet looked at her reflection
in the pond, she was so happy!

oh thank you bbw,
i didn’t know i had
to brush my teeth!

make sure you brush
them using fluoride
toothpaste at least twice
a day for two minutes!
the other hippos came over to see her beautiful teeth.
they began talking to her and harriet was very happy
- at last she had some friends!

he gave a backward glance over his shoulder
to see harriet laughing and playing with her friends.

i will! i never want
to have a mouth
that smells again!

as bbw was leaving he gave the enormous
toothbrush to the zoo keeper to look
after so that harriet could brush her
teeth before she went to bed.

off he strode with a big smile
on his face knowing he had
helped someone else to look
after their teeth!

the end!

